BBTECHNICS OY

SERVICES

CUSTOMERS

The specialist in
technical sales

To our selection
belongs

We have thousands of satisfied
customers

Though BBTechnics is a young company,

Plastic welding machines
Process heat equipments
Hot blowers
Hot melt equipments
Painting equipments
Pneumatic tube systems
Bandsaws and cutting devices for plastic
materials
Processed metal sheets
A wide range of accessories to nearly all
the machines

We do not make any compromises when it
comes to well-being of our customers, as
our success is based on it.

it has loads of expertise, know-how and
international experience from the field.
This is due to professional and trained
staff, strong partners and its former
parental company Bang & Bonsomer
Group, which history goes all the way
back to 1920.

We are a very strong actor in our
business and our sales territories
are Finland, Baltic states and
Scandinavia.
Customers trust and safety are the utter

In addition we also offer service,
yearly maintenance contracts,
training, consulting and
installation on the site.

most important things for us, so we
always take a personal responsibility of
the products that we distribute.

BBTechnics Oy
Sinikalliontie 18 B, 02630 Espoo
Tel + 358 10 309 8560
Fax + 358 10 309 8565
info@bbtechnics.fi

We do make a close co-operation with our
customers and we want to make them
achieve their goals as well.
We want to create competitive advantage
for our customers by offering the best
possible solutions for them. By combining
our skillfully constructed product portfolio
and our expertise, we are able to offer
different types of solutions to the varied
product/service needs of customers.
Our net of customers covers Finland,
Baltic States and Scandinavia.
Our customers value the quality and the
good customer service that we can offer
them today and in the future as well. We
highly respect our customers and our goal
is to establish many long-term customer
relationships. We want that the customer
can trust us in the future as much as today.
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